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Abstract

S
tudies of online word of mouth have frequently posited—but never systemati-
cally conceptualized and explored—that the level of disagreement between existing
product reviews can impact the volume and the valence of future reviews. In this

study we develop a theoretical framework of disagreement in online WOM and test our
predictions in a dataset of nearly 300,000 online reviews for 425 movies over three years.
This framework highlights that rather than thinking of disagreement as dispersion of
opinions around a mean, high levels of disagreement can be better conceptualized as
opposing opinion poles. Such a conceptualization has important implications for how
disagreement can be measured and how results can be interpreted. We theoretically
develop, validate, and apply a novel statistical measure of disagreement that can be
used alongside existing alternative approaches such as standard deviation. We find
that only high levels of disagreement—with opposing opinion poles—influence future
reviews while simple dispersion does not. We show that high levels of disagreement
among previously posted reviews lead to more future product reviews, a relationship
that is moderated by informational content such that higher informational content am-
plifies the effect. Further, we show that increased disagreement leads to future reviews
of lower valence. Our findings highlight that an important role for research on big
data in information systems is to examine how existing measurement approaches and
interpretations can be improved by fully leveraging the richness that digital trace data
offers.
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1 Introduction

With the advent of the digital age, consumer word of mouth (WOM), which had traditionally

consisted of individuals proffering their opinions of a product to other individuals in personal

interactions, has shifted to online mediums where individuals now make their opinions known for the

world to see. In addition to shifting the intended audience, digitization of WOM has also drastically

increased the amount of digital trace data that can be used by businesses and researchers to

better understand consumer opinions. While these data provide unprecedented access to consumer

opinions and thus important opportunities for business intelligence as well as potential insights

into human behavior and communication patterns, such data often contain complex relationships

(Chen et al., 2012; George et al., 2014). Analysis of such data can benefit from finer categorization

and improved measurement of the observed phenomena, which can then help resolve contradictions

and enable progress (Shmueli and Koppius, 2011). The relationships that exist in online WOM

are particularly complex since WOM is dynamic and prior online reviews are likely to affect the

accumulation of future reviews. Specifically, disagreement between existing product reviews has

frequently been posited as a major influencing factor and many studies of online WOM include some

measure intended to capture the heterogeneity of consumer opinions (e.g., Dellarocas and Narayan,

2006; Zhang and Dellarocas, 2006; Moe and Schweidel, 2012; Sun, 2012). However, disagreement can

be conceptualized in various ways, as extensive research on public deliberation and political science

have demonstrated (Klofstad et al., 2013): is disagreement simply a matter of diverging opinions

or diametrically opposing opinions? None of the prior studies on online WOM precisely defines

what disagreement is, which aspects of disagreement a given measure of disagreement actually

captures, or how subsequent results should be interpreted. Without insightful theory grounded in

aspects of human behavior to guide the interpretation of this digital trace data, any measurement

of disagreement may provide incorrect conclusions. Therefore, this paper investigates the role of

disagreement in online WOM.

There is a growing body of literature on online word of mouth that spans diverse fields of

research including management, marketing, and information systems. Research in this area has

found that increased WOM leads to increased sales (Clemons et al., 2006; Liu, 2006; Duan et al.,

2008; Luca, 2011; Gopinath et al., 2013), although this effect can sometimes be negative (Dewan
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and Ramaprasad, 2014), and when positive has been found to be short-lived and fade over time

(Moe and Trusov, 2011). Further, WOM has been found to lead to information cascades that

influence buyer adoption behavior (Duan et al., 2009) and can lead to better predictions of product

success in the market (Dellarocas et al., 2007). Regarding review valence, higher average ratings

have been shown to lead to higher sales (Zhang and Dellarocas, 2006; Chevalier and Mayzlin,

2006; Luca, 2011; Sun, 2012), although product and consumer characteristics have been found to

moderate these effects (Zhu and Zhang, 2010). These findings led to an interest in the dynamics

of WOM itself as studies explored what affected the valence of reviews (Moon et al., 2010; Godes

and Silva, 2011; Muchnik et al., 2013), the propensity to post a review (Dellarocas and Narayan,

2006; Dellarocas et al., 2010), or both (Moe and Schweidel, 2012).1 One important aspect of

social influence that has been theorized—but never systematically conceptualized and explored—is

the heterogeneity of consumer opinions, i.e., the level of disagreement among consumer reviews

(Dellarocas et al., 2010; Moe and Schweidel, 2012; Sun, 2012). Existing research in this area

has either measured consumer disagreement via a proxy, such as professional reviews (Dellarocas

et al., 2010), decomposed it into numerical categories (Moe and Trusov, 2011), or has found mixed

results for the impact of disagreement on propensity to review and valence of reviews (Moe and

Schweidel, 2012). It is not difficult to imagine that measures that are conceptually distinct and

tap into different dimensions of disagreement lead to varied interpretations of observed behavior.

Without proper theoretical conceptualization and diverging measures, results are hard to interpret.

By bringing such conceptual and measurement differences to the forefront, we aim to contribute a

theoretical understanding of disagreement in online WOM.

The goal of this paper is to develop a better understanding of disagreement in online WOM.

To do this, we first develop a theory of disagreement in online WOM. Then, we hypothesize how

disagreement in prior reviews may shape the accumulation of future WOM. Specifically, we develop

hypotheses related to the impact of disagreement on the volume of future reviews and the valence

1Some recent studies have started exploring additional avenues such as the effect of WOM on product returns
(Sahoo et al., 2013), how to employ WOM to infer product types (Hong et al., 2013), and what characteristics of online
reviews are most helpful to others (Yin et al., 2014). This literature has also expanded beyond the management world
and is a subject of inquiry in the technical literature on machine learning and text mining (e.g., Zhang et al., 2012).
In particular, there is also a large stream of business-related text mining research that aims to extract additional
information such as helpfulness, readability, or market structure from online WOM and thus goes beyond the use of
discrete numeric ratings provided by consumers (e.g., Netzer et al., 2012; Ghose et al., 2012). Our research focuses
on numeric ratings and we do not extract valence from textual reviews.
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of the posted reviews. Building on theory of informational content and persuasive arguments,

we develop a set of hypotheses to investigate how the informational content of online WOM can

alter the perception of disagreement and thus moderate the propensity to write a review. Before

presenting an empirical analysis of online WOM about movies, we propose and systematically

evaluate a novel measure to capture disagreement among online product reviews that can be used

alongside existing alternative measures but which offers interesting characteristics and facilitates a

finer grained interpretation of the results. Specifically, we demonstrate how different, but equivalent,

levels of disagreement are captured in a single statistic and thus facilitate insightful interpretation of

social influence in online WOM. For estimation, we use a 5-week panel of movie reviews from Yahoo

Movies for 425 movies (almost 300,000 reviews). To properly account for the panel structure and

autocorrelation in our data set, we apply generalized method of moments (GMM)-based dynamic

panel data estimators in our main analyses.

We find that prior disagreement leads to an increased propensity to post a review, which is

counter to some prior findings that disagreement has no effect at the aggregate population level

(Moe and Schweidel, 2012). However, we find that it is not heterogeneity in consumer opinions per

se that drives these effects, but rather it is the existence of strong opposing opinions that drives the

results. General disagreement has little to no effect, but extremely high levels of disagreement—

instances in which opinions are clearly bi-polar—do have an effect, a nuanced finding which would

not be possible using traditional dispersion-based measures, such as standard deviation, as they

cannot discern between uni-polar and bi-polar distributions. Further, we find that the positive

overall effect of disagreement is amplified by higher informational content in prior reviews: either

because the reviews themselves are longer or because of more outside information due to higher

availability of some products in the marketplace. With respect to the impact of disagreement on

the valence of posted reviews, we find that higher disagreement among prior reviews leads to lower

product ratings, which holds important implications for those who wish to encourage online WOM

by stimulating disagreement.

Our work makes three primary contributions to the information systems literature on data

analytics and online word of mouth. First, we take on the important task of conceptualizing

disagreement in online WOM. By bringing conceptual and measurement differences to the forefront,
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we hope to add a theoretical understanding of disagreement in online WOM to this literature. We

hope to show potential avenues in which data driven research can advance our understanding

of human behavior by making explicit use of novel data sources. This methodological advance

allows future researchers to better understand the importance of disagreement as they explore

what drives the posting and valence of online consumer reviews. Second, we show results of the

effects of disagreement in online WOM using two different measures that allow us to provide a

nuanced interpretation of our empirical findings. We are able to tie our results to high levels of

disagreement, levels at which opinions become opposing rather than merely diverging. Our finding

that the impact of disagreement is amplified by the average length of prior reviews and is increased

by the product’s availability in the market, further contributes to a more nuanced understanding

of social influence within online WOM. Third, we contribute to the emerging field of big data

analytics by demonstrating the importance of theoretical models for guiding measurement and

interpretation. We show how advances in the analysis of large datasets, combined with theory, can

provided opportunities for finer categorization of complex relationships in human communication.

We argue that an important role for research on big data analytics in general, and online WOM in

particular, is to examine how näıve measurement approaches and interpretations can be improved

by fully leveraging the richness that digital trace data offers. Thus, we provide what we hope will

become a blueprint for data analytics measure development and evaluation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section develops a theory of

disagreement in online WOM and proposes hypotheses regarding its effect on the volume and

valence of future reviews. Section 3 lays out our dataset and empirical strategy as well as a

proposed alternative measure of disagreement in online WOM. Section 4 presents our analysis and

results. Finally, Section 5 discusses our findings and concludes the paper.

2 Theory and Hypothesis Development

In this section, we review relevant theory on disagreement and extend it to the field of online

WOM. We develop a definition of disagreement that is suitable to the context of online WOM and

subsequently characterize conceptually different levels of disagreement. Specifically, we develop

the separate notions of diverging and opposing opinions. From this discussion, we are able to
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deduce several desirable characteristics that a measure suitable for capturing disagreement in online

WOM should have. We return to these desirable characteristics in a later section of the paper

when we discuss an alternative measure of disagreement which builds on the notion of capturing

opposing opinion poles. Finally, we develop four testable hypotheses regarding expected effects

that disagreement is likely to have on the accumulation of future reviews and the valence of those

reviews.

To study disagreement, we must first define what we mean by disagreement. In the context

of online WOM, we define disagreement as an interaction among consumers who hold divergent

viewpoints and perspectives regarding a product or service. This definition is similar to an accepted

definition of disagreement used in the political science literature (Huckfeldt et al., 2004). These

viewpoints are often dimensionless and are not explicitly labeled as referring to “product quality”

although they often have this connotation. Amazon.com, for example, provides no categorization

of their star reviews (i.e., they are not explicitly tied to quality) and instead provides anchor points

where the lowest rating is labeled as “I hate it” and the highest as “I love it.” Even hotel reviews

that often explicitly mention specific review categories like “location,” “service,” or “cleanliness”

typically include an aggregated, dimensionless “overall review” category.

Many studies of online WOM include some measure intended to capture the distribution of

consumers’ opinions as a measure of disagreement (e.g., Zhang and Dellarocas, 2006; Dellarocas

and Narayan, 2006; Sun, 2012; Moe and Schweidel, 2012).2 However, none of these studies precisely

defines what disagreement is and which aspects of disagreement a given measure of disagreement

actually captures. While measures of opinion distributions have often been included in prior studies

of online WOM, defining the underlying concept of disagreement has not been a main thrust of those

studies and consequently disagreement remains under-theorized in the WOM literature. Further,

many of these prior studies have pointed out challenges with precisely capturing relevant aspects

of disagreement given a set of consumer reviews (Dellarocas and Narayan, 2006; Hu et al., 2009).

Consequently, different conceptualizations and different measures could very well explain some

of the inconsistent findings about the effect of disagreement observed in the WOM literature. By

2Throughout this work we equate “opinion,” “individual,” and “review,” implicitly assuming that any individual
can have only one opinion about a given product or service, and expresses that opinion through at most one written
product review (i.e., consumers do not post multiple reviews). This is consistent with the approach employed by the
vast majority of product review sites, including the site we use in our empirical analysis below.
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bringing such conceptual and measurement differences to the forefront, we hope to add a theoretical

understanding of disagreement in online WOM to this literature and then make further progress in

our understanding of the role that disagreement plays in online WOM.

To start, it is important to clarify who is disagreeing with whom. The view taken in studies of

online WOM—although rarely expressed explicitly—is that of disagreement of previously posted

reviews amongst each other (Zhang and Dellarocas, 2006; Dellarocas et al., 2010; Sun, 2012; Moe

and Schweidel, 2012). This “disagreement within the crowd” is then observed by an ego, whose

behavior and opinion is potentially influenced by having observed disagreement among previously

stated opinions. We call this crowd-centric disagreement. This view does not explicitly model

(or measure) what ego’s own opinion is, compared to the opinions expressed by the crowd. The

communications literature takes a different viewpoint and focuses on disagreement when an ego’s

own opinion diverges from that of another individual or group of individuals (Klofstad et al., 2013).

We call such disagreement ego-centric disagreement. Further, the communications literature often

focuses on disagreement when the question is based on fact rather than opinion, and there is a

correct answer (e.g., Asch, 1951). Consistent with prior work in WOM, in this study we focus on

the crowd-centric view of disagreement of opinions where there is no correct answer.

How can we then conceptualize disagreement within a crowd? At question is both the presence

and degree of disagreement: what constitutes disagreement in a crowd, and how do we quantify the

amount—or level—of disagreement? If we conceptualize an outsider observing opinions expressed

within a crowd, we could classify the observed distribution of opinions as falling between two

possible endpoints: complete agreement or complete disagreement. Thus, we speak of a spectrum

of disagreement. In the case of complete agreement, all opinions are identical and we observe a

complete absence of disagreement. As disagreement grows, opinions increasingly diverge from each

other. While some consumers “love it,” other may love it a little bit less. As disagreement increases

further, more and more opinions move to become polar opposites and eventually each pole becomes

more pronounced. In the case of extreme disagreement, opinions do not just diverge from each

other but rather oppose each other and are completely polarized. We move to a case of opposing

“I love it” vs. “I hate it” reviews. We provide a conceptual illustration of such a spectrum of

disagreement in Figure 1. The figure is overly simplified and used for illustrative purposes only.
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Agreement Disagreement 

diverging opposing 

Spectrum of Disagreement 

- No divergent opinions 
- No observable differences 
 

- Some divergent opinions 
- Moderate observable  
  differences 

- Polarized, extreme opinions 
- Clear observable differences 
 

Figure 1: Conceptual illustration of a spectrum of disagreement in online WOM.

Following this conceptualization of disagreement in online WOM, the basic theoretical questions

are: at what level does the observation of disagreement become obvious, and at what level does

disagreement start to affect consumer behavior (if at all) and in what way?

In the context of online WOM, extreme levels of disagreement are very likely to occur. Prior

research has theorized that due to reporting bias (Anderson, 1998; Hu et al., 2009) disagreement

can be very high as consumers with extreme opinions over-report while those with less extreme

opinions under-report. Furthermore, it has been shown that purchasing bias—an effect by which

consumers who are more likely to like a product are also more likely to buy it—shifts the rating

distribution to be, on average, slightly positive (Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2006; Hu et al., 2009).

This has been empirically observed in numerous online WOM settings in categories such as movies

(Dellarocas and Narayan, 2006; Dellarocas et al., 2010), books (Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2006; Sun,

2012), and music (Hu et al., 2009). Further, in the empirical dataset of online movie reviews used

in this study, described in more detail in the next section, we observe that 63% of movie-week

pairs exhibit a bi-modal rating distribution pattern. The fact that extreme levels of disagreement

are prevalent in online WOM underlines the importance of precisely formulating the concept of

disagreement in online WOM and measuring it appropriately.

Because online product reviews are public, the valence of stated opinions and their distribu-

tion are salient to consumers engaging in online WOM and consequently disagreement is salient,

especially in these more extreme forms. In offline settings, disagreement has been shown to be

an important social influencer with regard to opinion and behavior (McPhee et al., 1963; Klofstad

et al., 2013). Therefore, it is likely that disagreement may influence a consumer’s decision to post a

review or not (thus affecting volume of reviews that get posted) as well as the valence of any posted
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review (thus affecting mean valence as well as level of disagreement). We consider the direction of

these effects, as well as possible moderators, in the following sections.

2.1 Disagreement and Propensity to Review

Before theorizing any specific effects that disagreement might have on a consumer’s behavior when

writing reviews, we must consider the overall incentives for writing a review. The goal of a review

writer is to offer their opinion of a good or service that they have consumed in an effort to inform

the purchase decisions of future consumers. Such reviews are useful for any type of good, but are

particularly useful for experience goods as the quality of experience goods is generally more difficult

to observe in advance (Nelson, 1970). However, writing a review is costly in terms of both time

and cognitive effort. Therefore, motivation-based theory indicates that the review writer must be

incentivized to incur those costs (Wu and Huberman, 2008; Godes and Silva, 2011). Early research

on offline WOM identified self-enhancement and other-involvement (to help others, altruism) as

motivating factors to engage in WOM (Dichter, 1966). Especially in the context of experience

goods, consumers wish to help others make better purchasing decisions. Dichter (1966) finds a

number of motivating factors that compel consumers to engage in WOM. These include the need

to share their positive consumption experiences through WOM communication in an effort to

enhance their image among others by projecting themselves as intelligent shoppers, the desire to

help others in making purchasing decisions (helping others to make a satisfying purchase decision

or helping others to prevent negative experiences), and the belief that the impact of their review

will be high. This is consistent with the general idea that people are concerned about the impact

of their contribution as they derive not only purely altruistic benefits from their contribution but

also private benefits such as moral satisfaction, joy of contribution, or self image (Zhang and Zhu,

2011).

How then is this consumer behavior affected by observing disagreement in previously posted

reviews? Studies of contribution behavior in general find that social effects encourage contribution

(Zhang and Zhu, 2011). If consumers engaging in writing costly reviews care about the impact of

their review, we would expect them to contribute more if they consider their contributed opinion

to be more valuable to others—if their opinion is less redundant (Ling et al., 2005). In cases of
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strong agreement, consumer opinions are very similar and adding more of the same has relatively

little impact. In cases of strong disagreement, however, the presumed impact of an additional

contribution is higher as the contributed opinion is less redundant. Consequently, we would expect

consumers’ propensity to review to be higher in cases of dissenting prior reviews. Controlling for

a given volume of prior reviews, an arbitrary consumer opinion is less redundant and adds higher

informational value if those prior reviews are more diverse.

In addition to the general motivational effect affecting contribution propensity, there is likely

also a more direct effect of disagreement. Work on disagreement in political science by Huckfeldt

et al. (2004) demonstrated that ambivalence leads to lower rates of reporting and participation.

Ambivalence is highest when most existing opinions are in agreement: when either the positive

component or the negative component is very high. The perception that the crowd has already

decided increases people’s feeling of ambivalence which leads to lower participation (Jackson, 1983).

Conversely, disagreement polarizes consumers’ opinions which leads to more over-reporting since

these opinions are more extreme. Furthermore, disagreement is known to evoke high levels of

arousal, which has been found to drive sharing of content and opinions (Berger and Milkman,

2012). Accordingly, we expect to see a higher likelihood of consumers to contributing to online

WOM if previously posted reviews have been more disparate in their ratings, reflecting a higher

level of disagreement about a product by the consuming population. We formalize this as follows:

Hypothesis 1. A higher level of disagreement amongst previously posted reviews about

a product leads to a higher propensity to review the product online post-consumption.

2.2 Perception of Disagreement

A great deal of research has been devoted to studying how individuals and groups process relevant

information and the effects of this information processing on group polarization (e.g., Isenberg,

1986; El-Shinnawy and Vinze, 1998; Sia et al., 2002). Theory on informational influence, and

related persuasive argument theory, has found effects not only of shared information itself but also

that the amount of information and the persuasiveness of the arguments affect perceived levels of

disagreement (Hinsz and Davis, 1984). Consequently, it is likely that the information contained

in the textual reviews qualitatively modifies the perception of disagreement among the numeric
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reviews. If the information contained in the textual reviews is more persuasive leading to a higher

level of perceived disagreement, we would expect the effect of disagreement on propensity to review

to be higher. Consequently, informational content can qualitatively modify, and thus moderate, the

effects of disagreement. Here we investigate two mechanisms through which informational content

may vary. First, the information contained in online WOM itself may vary with longer and shorter

reviews. Second, the information available about a product outside of WOM may vary, thus giving

more or less informational value to the information contained within WOM.

2.2.1 Disagreement and Length of Reviews

As writing a review is a costly endeavor (Wu and Huberman, 2008), it follows that the cost incurred

by the writer increases as the review length increases. In addition to the altruistic motivation

discussed above, passion has also been shown to be an important motivator in online settings

(Wang et al., 2008). Combined with altruism, passion can compel reviewers to incur the cost

of writing longer reviews. Therefore, longer reviews indicate contributors who are likely more

passionate about their feelings towards their experience of the product and likely more persuasive

than shorter reviews. Furthermore, because longer reviews can contain more informational content,

longer reviews and messages have been shown to be more persuasive in both offline (Wright, 1980)

and online (Zhang et al., 2010) settings. Therefore, the passionate feelings of the review writer

are likely to increase the sense of disagreement to a review reader such that the same level of

disagreement in the numeric ratings is perceived more strongly if the average length of the textual

reviews is longer.

In addition to the influence of passion, higher informational content in longer reviews can have

another effect. When a person with a particular opinion is presented with additional information

that is divergent, they tend to become more confident about their own opinion (Kelly, 2008),

inducing them to be more likely to post their opinion. Hence, as length is a characteristic of the

review that is highly salient to readers (Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2006), we expect longer reviews to

moderate the effect of disagreement on future reviewers. We formalize this as follows:

Hypothesis 2. The positive effect of disagreement on the propensity to review a product

online post-consumption is moderated by the average length of previously posted reviews
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such that longer reviews increase the effect of disagreement.

2.2.2 Disagreement and Product Availability

The previous hypothesis put forward a case by which the informational content of previously posted

reviews qualitatively modifies the perception of prior disagreement, thus strengthening its effect. A

product’s availability in the market place, and consequently consumers’ awareness of that product,

can have a similar effect on the perception of WOM. Due to larger advertising budgets, consumers

are generally more aware of products with large availability in the market place, compared to those

that have lower availability in the market place. Since the producers of these widely available

products are sponsoring advertising about the product, advertising will be focused on creating a

positive perception of the product in an attempt to increase sales (Assmus et al., 1984). Although

any advertising for products that are less available in the market will also be positive, there will be

much less advertising for these products. Therefore, compared to less available products, widely

available products will have a larger amount of positive information (Nelson, 1970) about them in

the marketplace before the good is released and consumers have a chance to experience the good

and offer review information of their own.

When a product is released, if the consumer reception is generally positive, and therefore in

agreement with the pre-release information available through advertising, then consumers feel they

were not misled by the advertising (Olson and Dover, 1978; Mizuno and Odagiri, 1990). However,

if the consumer reception of the product, as made salient through online WOM, is more mixed,

meaning there is more disagreement about feelings toward the product, there is likely to be a dif-

ferent effect. The consumer response is no longer in sync with the pre-release positive information,

and consumers experience cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957). This cognitive dissonance will

lead consumers to seek to reduce the dissonance by altering or adding contributions to the group

discourse (Festinger, 1957). This process of cognitive dissonance reduction can lead to overcon-

fidence, which can manifest itself in an assertion of the individual’s opinion to the group in an

attempt to sway the group’s opinion toward that of the individual (Blanton et al., 2001). Since this

dissonance only occurs when there is a large degree of positive information available in the market

prior to the release of a product, it is likely that consumers of products that are more available
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in the market, and hence have been exposed to more positive information than consumers of less

available products, will experience larger dissonance if the online WOM shows disagreement within

consumer experiences. Therefore, the baseline effect of disagreement discussed above is likely to

be larger for movies that are more broadly available in the market than those that are not. Our

formal hypothesis is as follows:

Hypothesis 3. The positive effect of disagreement on the propensity to review a prod-

uct online post-consumption is moderated by the product’s market availability such that

higher market availability increases the effect of disagreement.

2.3 Disagreement and Valence of Reviews

The above sections theorize effects that prior disagreement might have on a population’s propensity

to review. Specifically, we expect that increased disagreement leads to more reviews, moderated

by review length and product availability. However, will disagreement also affect the valence of

reviews and, if so, in what direction? If disagreement leads consumers to simply be more likely

to express their opinions, then we would not expect valence to change. If, however, disagreement

leads some groups of reviewers (say the majority opinion holders) to express their opinions more

insistently (more extremely) or participate more than other groups, then we would expect a shift

in valence as a consequence.3 Existing research has shown that prior reviews can indeed influence

the valence of future reviews (Godes and Silva, 2011; Moe and Trusov, 2011). Assuming a shift

towards the increased reporting of the majority opinion, for a product with high average rating this

would imply proportionally more positive reviews in the future. For a product with low ratings,

this would imply proportionally more negative ratings in the future. Given that, due to purchasing

biases (Hu et al., 2009) the majority opinion usually is positive for most products, the valence of

future reviews is likely to go up.

However, an alternative effect is also likely. A robust body of literature in communication and

political science has demonstrated strong effects of group and belief polarization—the tendency

of people to become more extreme in their thinking following group discussion (Isenberg, 1986).

3Given that we cannot observe people’s true opinion before they express it in a review, a proportional shift in
propensity to report and changes in opinion are observationally equivalent and cannot be separated.
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Following this tendency of opinions to become increasingly polarized we expect two effects: within-

group divergence on either side of the mean decreases, while across-group dissent becomes larger as

each opinion pole becomes increasingly polarized (Kelly, 2008). Especially in computer-mediated

and anonymous online settings, group polarization is increased due to facilitated generation of more

novel arguments and one-upmanship (Sia et al., 2002; El-Shinnawy and Vinze, 1998). Consequently,

initial moderate levels of disagreement can lead to increasingly higher levels of disagreement due

to polarization. Given a bounded opinion spectrum, as in most online product review settings, we

argue that the negative opinion pole is proportionally more strongly affected by this polarization

simply because there is more “room” for the opinion pole to shift downward (remember that

due to purchasing bias the average review is positive-leaning). As a consequence, mean valence

will decrease as disagreement increases due to group polarization.4 We argue that polarization

dominates the dynamic of social influence and consequently the valence of future reviews will

decrease with increasing levels of disagreement. Formally:

Hypothesis 4. A higher level of disagreement amongst previously posted reviews about

a product leads to a lower valence of future online product reviews about that product.

3 Data and Empirical Strategy

Our study uses a new dataset we collected from multiple sources to identify the importance of

disagreement to both the likelihood to post a review, as well as the valence of reviews that are

posted about movies. The following sections construct a new measure for disagreement, outline our

variables and present our data and empirical strategy.

3.1 Measuring Disagreement

The natural question that follows from our theoretical discussion of disagreement is how can we

accurately describe and capture the existence, and gauge the level, of disagreement in online WOM

4An alternative presentation of this argument relies more heavily on mathematical actualities. In a bounded
opinion spectrum, mean valence and disagreement are technically linked. High levels of disagreement imply polarized
opinions of both the very high and very low valence and consequently mean valence around the center-point of the
opinion spectrum. Since this center-point is (on average) lower than typical mean valence (which is positive-leaning
due to purchasing bias), mean valence of future reviews will go down as disagreement becomes increasingly polarized.
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in a single statistic. An obvious candidate is standard deviation. Indeed, standard deviation has

been used as a measure of disagreement in many studies of online WOM (e.g., Dellarocas and

Narayan, 2006; Sun, 2012; Moe and Schweidel, 2012). Standard deviation measures the amount

of variation or dispersion from the average. A low standard deviation indicates that the data are

close to the mean while a high standard deviation indicates that the data are spread out further

from the mean. However, standard deviation does not characterize how many data points are

closely centered around the mean. Thus, standard deviation may be more appropriately conceived

of as measuring the absence of disagreement rather than precisely distinguishing between the more

extreme levels of disagreement. The concept underlying this measurement approach may lack

accuracy in distinguishing between moderate and high levels of disagreement and may therefore

not always accurately explain outcomes, especially when those outcomes vary only with high levels

of disagreement. In the framework from the previous section, standard deviation is well-suited for

measuring diverging disagreement, but may be less precise for measuring opposing disagreement. As

a consequence, we argue that measuring disagreement through standard deviation alone potentially

overlooks the effects of the more extreme, but very common, levels of disagreement found in online

WOM. In empirical settings with low or only moderate levels of disagreement, standard deviation

can quite accurately describe differences in the level of disagreement. However, if disagreement

is extreme, standard deviation less accurately describes differences, as it is not well suited to

distinguish between medium and high levels of disagreement.

From our conceptualization of disagreement in Section 2, we can derive desirable characteristics

of a measure to accurately capture the full spectrum of disagreement, including precise character-

izations of extreme levels of disagreement comprised of opposing opinions. Such a measure allows

us to capture the distribution of opinions such that we can derive the presence of poles if they

are present (disagreement is higher if there are two poles), how far the poles are apart from each

other (disagreement is higher if the poles are further apart), how defined each pole is—how far

data are spread out within each pole (disagreement is higher if each pole is more clearly defined),

as well as the relative importance of each pole—the proportion of opinions comprised in each pole

(disagreement is higher if poles are equally important; disagreement is lower the more lopsided the

mixing becomes).
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From here it is not a stretch to imagine that conceptually distinct measures that tap into

different aspects of disagreement, specifically their ability to accurately capture opposing levels

of disagreement, could hold differing implications for behavioral outcomes. In this section, we

construct a measure that can capture the full spectrum of disagreement in a single statistic. We

acknowledge that ours is but one possible way to construct such a statistic. However, we believe

that this measure can serve as an alternative to standard deviation that is particularly useful when

levels of disagreement are high. We argue that comparing these two measures of disagreement

can provide important insights into behavioral consequences of disagreement in online WOM. Our

subsequent empirical analysis focuses on the extent to which these two measures provide us with

similar or divergent pictures of how disagreement influences consumer behavior in online WOM.

Our goal is not to prescribe either measure as “better,” rather to argue that both measures can

provide meaningful insights in different research contexts. Further, we seek to demonstrate that

clear conceptual understanding and measurement choices hold important consequences for the study

of disagreement in online WOM.

Based on the desirable characteristics of a measure of disagreement laid out above, the empirical

rating distribution r of a given product can be expressed as a mixture of two normal distributions,

one representing the reviews of positive valence and one representing reviews of negative valence:

r = πN (µ1, σ1) + (1− π)N (µ2, σ2), (1)

where π is the mixing proportion of the two distributions (i.e., the proportion of consumers who

liked the product and consumers who disliked the product); µ1 and µ2 are the means of the two

distributions and σ1 and σ2 are the respective standard deviations. We can use the various variables

that define this mixed distribution to create an index of disagreement. To construct this index, we

build on work by Wang et al. (2009) who proposed such a measure for the analysis of gene expres-

sions in cancer research. Here, we generalize their approach by relaxing the assumption of equal

variance between the groups and present an adaptation of their approach developed for separating

gene expressions in biomedical research to the study of disagreement in online social media. The

exposition of the approach closely follows the original work. We define δ, the standardized distance

between the two distributions as
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δ =
|µ1 − µ2|
σ1+σ2

2

. (2)

To demonstrate how the shape of the density of a polar distribution changes as π and δ vary,

we show a set of synthetic opinion distributions, holding µ1 constant at 0 and σ1 = σ2 = .5 (thus,

δ effectively becomes a function of µ2). Figure 2 presents the density plots in the (π, δ) plane.

Because of symmetry in π from 0.0 to 1.0, we only illustrate the plots using π from 0.5− 1.0. The

plots indicate that the ability to index significant levels of polarity among post-purchase reviews

depends on (a) µ1 and µ2: the distance between the two means of the two opinion poles; (b) σ1

and σ2: how pronounced each pole is; (c) π: the mixing proportion of the two distributions. This

corresponds to the desirable characteristics of a disagreement measure laid out above. Medium levels

of disagreement can be characterized when polarity is no longer visually distinguishable when µ1 and

µ2 reach critical values and the poles become inseparable, either when the poles are overlapping

due to large standard deviations or when one pole is very small compared to the other due to

lopsided mixing proportion. The plots also suggest a pattern by which high levels of disagreement

with opposing opinion poles can be distinguished. Using a curve in the (π, δ) coordinate system we

can distinguish distributions such that distributions with a clear polar pattern appear above the

curve, while those that are harder to discern as exhibiting a polar pattern appear below the curve.

In Figure 2 this curve is indicated by the plots in pink. The degree to which poles are opposing

can be made objective by reference to a standard sample size computation as shown by Wang et al.

(2009), by defining Disagreement Index, DI, as a function of the standardized distance, δ, and the

ratio of the mixing proportion π as

DI = δ
√
π(1− π). (3)

In practice, we can attempt to estimate π and δ for a given set of consumer reviews and use the

estimated values to compute DI. Combinations of π and δ that give the same values of DI describe

rating distributions that are equally separable as belonging to a bi-polar distribution. Constant DI

values in Equation 3 define curves in the (π, δ) plane. The curves with a constant disagreement index

take on their minimum value at π = 0.5 (i.e., when the sizes of the two subgroups are identical),
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Figure 2: Relationships between polarity, mixing pro-
portion π, and distribution means µ1 and µ2. Density
plots of simulated rating data as π and δ vary, with
resulting value of DI inset in top right corner (µ1 held
constant at 0; σ1 = σ2 = .5). These plots indicate
that high consumer polarity is evident when mixing
proportion π is close to a 50 : 50 split and when the
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rated from each other. Polarity in consumer reviews
is harder to discern when the means are closer to-
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The density plots colored pink correspond roughly to
those distributions that are “visually” distinguishable
as belonging to two distinct consumer populations by
a polarity measure of DI ≥ 1.5. A similar graph is
used by Wang et al. (2009) to illustrate separability
of gene expressions.

which results in the most power to distinguish a bi-polar pattern for a given total sample size.

When the group sizes are very unequal, for example, when π is close to 0.9 (or 0.1), separation of

the two distributions becomes harder given identical sample size. In other words, as the proportion

of reviews in one of the distributions (π) increases, the standardized distance between the two

distributions (δ) must also increase to arrive at the same value of DI. Overall, these analyses using

synthetic data demonstrate that equally polar distributions lead to equal DI values, irrespective

of the exact combination of µ1, µ2, σ1, σ2, and π values. Thus, the disagreement index is able to

index the full spectrum of disagreement—ranging from the absence of disagreement to high levels of

disagreement that result in opposing poles of consumer opinions—in a single continuous measure.

The remaining key issue is the practical estimation of δ and π (and thus DI). To do this,

we employ parameterized finite mixture modeling methods using expectation-maximization (EM;

McLachlan and Peel, 2000) to estimate δ and π for a set of product reviews and then use these

estimated values to compute DI. Mixture models have been shown to be useful for classification

when a single class of data (all product reviews) is constructed of multiple subclasses (Witten et al.,

2011), and are increasingly being used in information systems research (Bapna et al., 2011). In our

setting studying online product reviews, these subclasses represent reviews from consumers who

enjoyed the product and consumers who did not enjoy the product. Furthermore, since mixture

models are a probability based clustering method, they have the benefit that they do not classify
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data into disjunct categories but rather assign proportions of class membership (Witten et al.,

2011).

3.2 Simulation Studies

To evaluate the performance of the disagreement index for capturing significant levels of polarity in

consumer opinions expressed through online product reviews, we performed simulation studies. We

used the mixtools package (Benaglia et al., 2009) for the R language and environment for statistical

computing (R Development Core Team, 2012) to perform mixture model-based classification of

consumer reviews belonging to consumers who liked the product and those who did not like the

product. Based on the classification we can then obtain the statistical parameters necessary to

compute DI for online product reviews for each product. Since we apply the mixture modeling to

simulated data, the true underlying distributions from which the data are drawn is known and we

can compute an error measure to evaluate the accuracy and precision of our approach. Specifically,

we compute the Mean Squared Error as

MSE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(DIobs −DIsim)2. (4)

The error will depend on the number of observations available for classification and how well

the two distributions can be separated. We would expect higher errors for instances with a lower

number of available ratings to be classified and for distributions that are harder to separate, i.e.,

for rating distributions with lower levels of disagreement. However, situations with low separation

between the two poles result in small values of DI. We simulate data for different values of δ ranging

from 1 to 10 in steps of 1. A value of δ ≥ 8 corresponds to high disagreement, δ ≈ 6 corresponds to

medium disagreement, while δ ≤ 4 corresponds to weak or no disagreement. For simplicity, we set

σ1 = σ2 = 1, and µ1 = 0 in which case δ becomes a function of µ2 which we vary from 0.5 to 5 in steps

of 0.5, which yields the desired range from 1− 10 for δ. Furthermore, we simulate distributions for

different mixing proportions π, ranging from 0.5 to 0.95 in steps of 0.05. We then generate datasets

for all combinations of δ and π for six different sample sizes n = 50− 300 (in steps of 50). Finally,

we repeat each simulation 500 times to achieve more precise error estimates. In sum, we computed

error measures for 6 sample sizes × 10 different δ × 10 different π × 500 repetitions = 300, 000
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Figure 3: Boxplot showing MSE between estimated and observed DI based on 300, 000 simulated datasets.
Error rates are not significantly different between different sample sizes, and combinations δ and π.

distributions. For each of the 300, 000 datasets we apply EM based mixture modeling using the

mixtools package to estimate the parameters µ1, µ2, σ1, σ2, and π from which we compute δ and

ultimately DI.

Figure 3 shows box-plots of the resulting MSE of DI grouped by sample size, and π. The

simulation study results indicate that, even with small sample sizes (n = 50), our approach performs

well with an average MSE of 0.152. Increasing the sample size to n = 300 improves the MSE to 0.028

(across all combinations of π and δ). Regarding variation in the mixing proportion π, in cases of very

balanced mixing proportions of π = 0.5 we find a MSE of 0.078. In instances with more significantly

unbalanced mixing proportions of π = 0.95 we find an MSE as low as 0.043 (across all sample

sizes). Overall, error rates are low (0.063) and are not significantly different between sample sizes or

combinations of δ and π (rejecting the test for different means with p < .001). The simulation study

shows that our measure of disagreement based on the Disagreement Index performs well in various

settings of disagreement, and is robust across various combinations of mixing proportions π, δ, and

sample sizes. In summary, the Disagreement Index provides a single statistic that characterizes the

full spectrum of disagreement and maps similar levels of disagreement, resulting from a plethora of

different combinations of π and δ found in real-world online product reviews, onto similar numerical

values.
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3.3 Variables

3.3.1 Dependent Variables

To investigate the effect of disagreement on the accumulation of future reviews, we use the log-

transformed volume of reviews a movie i received in week t as our dependent variable. We control

for the logged box office revenue of the same movie in the same week (effectively the number of

tickets sold for that movie). Given the natural interpretation of weekly cycles and to be consistent

with prior work on the movie industry, this data is aggregated at the weekly level.

To investigate the effect of disagreement on the valence of posted reviews, our second dependent

variable, STARSj,i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, is the rating assigned by reviewer j to movie i. Five stars being

the best rating, one star being the worst. We perform this analysis of valence at the individual level,

rather than the aggregate weekly level, due to the more granular observation level. Specifically,

our dataset contains the exact time when individual reviews were posted, but box office revenue is

only available in weekly aggregates. Given this exact timing data, we can reconstruct exactly what

reviews were on the review site just before a consumer posts a review, allowing us to perform the

valence estimation at the individual consumer level.

3.3.2 Variables of Interest

The primary variable of interest for predicting propensity to post a review is cumulative disagree-

ment of previously posted reviews, DIi,1:t−1. To calculate this measure for movie i in week t, we

consider all reviews posted prior to week t for movie i to obtain a measure of disagreement, as

outlined in Section 3.1.5 For comparative purposes, we also consider the standard deviation of all

reviews posted in prior weeks about a specific movie, SDi,1:t−1. When using disagreement to pre-

dict review valence, we alter the disagreement variable to be DIi,1:j−1 to represent the cumulative

level of disagreement about movie i before reviewer j posts her review.

We measure the average length of prior WOM by averaging the word count per review over all

previously posted reviews for a given movie i prior to week t (AV GLENi,1:t−1). Similarly, when

predicting review valence, we consider the average length of WOM about movie j posted prior

5Since we are approximating discrete rating distribution through mixtures of normal distributions, we apply a
continuity correction of 1

2
to all ratings (Cox, 1970). All results reported are independent of this continuity correction

and do not change substantively when not applying the correction.
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Variable Specification

Dependent Variables
V OLj,t Volume of reviews posted for movie j during week t of its theatrical release
STARSi,j The star-rating posted by reviewer i for movie j

Independent and Control Variables
BOXj,t Box office revenues of movie i during week t of its theatrical release (in million

USD)
DIj,1:t−1 Disagreement between all reviews posted for movie j prior to week t (DIj,1:i−1 for

valence regression)
SDj,1:t−1 Standard deviation of all reviews posted for movie j prior to week t
AV GLENj,1:t−1 Average length of reviews posted for movie j prior to week t
THEATERSj,t Count of theaters where movie j is screened during week t (in thousands)
AVG i,1:j Average valence (star-rating) of reviews posted for movie j prior to week t (or prior

to review i)
TIMEi,j Time (in hours) from when movie j was released until review i was posted
ORDERi,j A counter for which number review for movie j review i is (e.g. the first review

has an ORDER of 1, the second is 2, etc.)
INDIE MOVIE j Dummy coded variable indicating if movie j was released in below-average number

of theaters in its opening week
GOOGLE TRENDS j,t The volume of Google searches for movie j in week t
Calendar Controlsj,t Fixed calendar effects controlling for year-week

Table 1: Summary of week-level and individual-level variables.

to the review of person j (AV GLENi,1:j−1). We consider one additional explanatory variable to

measure the impact of product effects when interacted with disagreement. Specifically, we measure

a movie’s market availability in its opening week by the number of theaters in which a given movie

i is shown. We convert this into a time-invariant indicator variable INDIE MOVIE i which is 1 for

a movie that was shown in a below average number of theaters in its opening week and 0 if it was

shown in an above average number of theaters in its opening week. We interpret this as a measure

of blockbuster or independent movie status which serves as a proxy for the availability of outside

information about a movie. We show a summary of our key variables in Table 1.

3.4 Data Collection and Summary Statistics

Our dataset includes all movies released nationwide in the US (wide release) between 2007-2009.

We collected weekly box office results (BOX), number of screens (THEATERS) from Box Office

Mojo.6 We collected review ratings and text from Yahoo! Movies.7 Box Office Mojo and Yahoo!

6http://www.boxofficemojo.com/
7http://www.movies.yahoo.com/
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Movies are commonly used sources for obtaining such movie and review characteristics (e.g. Moon

et al., 2010). For the time frame covered in our analysis, Yahoo! Movies was the dominant website

for movie reviews. Similarly to Dellarocas et al. (2010) we collected all of these measures for the

first five weeks the movie was in theaters and dropped any movies for which the Yahoo! Movies

website was not available or no box-office revenue data was available, indicating that the movie

was in theaters for less than five weeks. We collected data for product search volume from Google

Trends.8 Our final dataset includes three years: 2007, 2008, and 2009, with a total of 425 movies

and 298,007 reviews within the first five weeks after the original release.9 On average, movies

received 140 reviews per week. Movies that were widely available (one standard deviation above

mean availability) received an average of 406 reviews per week while moves that were less widely

available received only 17 reviews. Table 2 and Table 3 show descriptive statistics and correlation

patterns of the data. Figure 4 shows raw data of movie-week rating distributions using smoothing

splines. The polarized pattern of many movie-week rating distributions is clearly visible with major

peaks at 5-star and 1-star ratings. In fact, reviews in 63% of movie-week pairs exhibit a bi-modal

rating distribution pattern in our dataset. The importance of this fact is further emphasized in the

correlations shown in Table 3.The correlation between DIi,1:j−1 and SDi,1:j−1, not including week

one when no prior reviews exist, is ρ = 0.63 (p < .001) indicating that the two measures do indeed

capture substantially different aspects of disagreement.

8http://www.google.com/trends/
9We also collected data for the years 2010 and 2011 but exclude them from the analysis as Yahoo! Movies had

massively lost popularity by that time: While the average number of reviews per movie posted within five weeks after
release was 840 in 2007, it was only 215 in 2011. Consequently, this latter data might be biased as consumers still
writing reviews on Yahoo! Movies might be systematically different from those who left the community.
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Figure 4: Distribution of raw rating data on movie-week-level illustrated through smoothing splines.
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3.5 Empirical Model

We model the impact of past product reviews on the accumulation of future reviews by directly

incorporating past product review information in a linear equation while controlling for product

sales. Our estimation equation is given by

log(V OL)j,t = θlog(V OLj,t−1) + γlog(BOXj,t) + βXj,1:t−1 + δZj,t + λZj + dj + εj,t (5)

where V OLj,t is the volume of reviews for movie j in week t, BOXj,t is the box-office revenue of

movie j in week t (effectively, the number of people who saw movie j in week t), Xj,1:t−1 is the

vector of cumulative review measures for reviews that have been posted for movie j prior to week

t, Zj and Zj,t are vectors of time-variant and time-invariant control variables, dj is the product-

specific fixed effect, and εj,t is product and time specific error term. To estimate our moderator

hypotheses we estimate additional models that include interaction terms between review measures

(H2) and time-invariant movie availability characteristics (H3).

We recognize that our study is based on observational data and ordinary least squares may

overestimate the causal effect of prior WOM. Therefore, we follow established best practices from

similar WOM research to rule out as many confounding factors as possible (e.g., Aral, 2011; Iyengar

et al., 2011; Ghose et al., 2012; Wu and Brynjolfsson, 2013). We include temporal controls (cal-

endar fixed effects) for each weekly period to hold constant cross-temporal variation, which could

confound our results (Aral, 2011). We follow practices employed in similar work studying online

WOM (e.g., Archak et al., 2011; Ghose et al., 2012) and estimate our model using a generalized

method of moments (GMM) system estimator (Blundell and Bond, 1998). GMM estimators are

designed for panels with few time periods and many individuals (products in our case), fixed effects,

heteroskedasticity, and possible endogeneity due to autocorrelation. The system GMM estimator

uses the original estimation equation to obtain a system of two equations: one in differences and one

in levels. To account for time-series specific effects such as autocorrelation we include a one-period

lag of the dependent variable in the model and use additional lags as instruments. Furthermore, to

control for possible endogeneity in product popularity due to unobservable exogenous shocks that

may stimulate reviewing behavior, we use product search volume (Google Trends) as additional
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instruments. For each movie, we retrieved the search volume from the Google Trends website using

the title of the movie as the search term (in cases where the movie title consists of only a single

word, we added the commonly used “the movie” to avoid overly ambiguous search terms; e.g., for

the movie “300” we used “300 the movie” as search term). The use of search volume from Google

Trends as a measure of product publicity acts as a suitable control for any unobserved factors

driving both sales and word of mouth and is commonly used in this capacity (Archak et al., 2011;

Ghose et al., 2012; Wu and Brynjolfsson, 2013). Our control for trends using Google search volume

data should therefore alleviate most, if not all, endogenous popularity concerns.

For inference we use the robust covariance matrix proposed by Windmeijer (2005) which applies

a finite-sample correction for the two-step covariance matrix and increases the efficiency of the

GMM estimator. Further, we take into account possible problems with using too many lags as

instruments (Roodman, 2009). We perform all estimations using the pgmm implementation of the

plm package (Croissant and Millo, 2008) in R (R Development Core Team, 2012).

In a second set of analyses, we are interested in modeling the valence of future reviews. We

estimate the valence of rating i that an individual consumer provides for movie j (STARSi,j) as

follows:

STARSi,j = βXi,j + γYi,j + dj + εi,j (6)

whereXi,j is our key explanatory variable measuring disagreement (H4); Yi,j is a vector of individual-

level controls; and dj are movie-level fixed effects. We use the same approach as Godes and Silva

(2011) and estimate ordered logistic regression with robust standard errors to account for potential

heteroskedasticity and serial correlations in the error terms. To control for prior WOM and tem-

poral dynamics, which vary for each review posted However, we include several control variables.

Specifically, we control for sequential and temporal effects which have been shown to affect WOM

(Godes and Silva, 2011) by controlling for the total number of hours elapsed since movie j was re-

leased before review i was posted (TIMEi,j), and the arrival order in which the review was posted

(ORDERi,j). Finally, we control for AVGi,1:j−1, the average valence of all reviews posted prior to

review i for movie j. For comparison and easier interpretation, we estimate OLS as well.
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4 Analysis and Results

In this section, we discuss the estimation results for the accumulation of reviews and valence

of reviews. We start by discussing results from the models estimating if disagreement leads to

increased future reviews and then proceed to discuss results from the models estimating the effect

of disagreement on the valence of future reviews.

4.1 Disagreement and Review Volume

Table 4 presents our main regression results. We can make several inferences from the regression

coefficients. Note that the signs of the coefficients of the control variables are in accordance with

what one would expect. The coefficient of the lagged dependent variable is significant and positive.

The coefficient for the box-office revenue is significant and positive indicating that we can expect

more reviews if the movie sold more tickets. Furthermore, we find no significant effect of the number

of theaters that show a movie, whether the movie opened in below-average number of theaters, or

the average rating valence of prior reviews. Finally, we find a significant and positive effect of

the average length of prior reviews implying that review volume increases if prior reviews were

longer. The Sargan (1958) test of the moment conditions does not indicate overidentification. We

also report results for first-order and second-order serial correlation in the first-differenced residuals

which are asymptotically distributed as N(0, 1) under the null of no serial correlation. We reject the

null of no first-order serial correlation but do not reject the null of no second-order serial correlation.

Model 1 shows a positive and significant effect of prior disagreement, using the Disagreement

Index measure developed above. This provides support for H1 that opposing disagreement in prior

reviews predicts higher volumes of future reviews. In Model 2, we repeat the same analysis but

substitute SDj,1:t−1 for DIj,1:t−1. This model finds no statistically significant effect of disagreement.

This is consistent with our conceptualization of disagreement in which we argued that the effect

is driven by consumers perception of polarization rather than simple divergence. Furthermore, the

result is consistent with prior work that finds no significant effect of review divergence measured

by standard deviation on its own (Moe and Schweidel, 2012). In summary, this indicates that

the ability to detect significant effects of disagreement may well depend on how disagreement is

conceptualized and measured.
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Dependent variable: log(V OLj,t)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

log(V OLj,t−1) 0.425∗∗∗ 0.393∗∗∗ 0.421∗∗∗ 0.415∗∗∗ 0.415∗∗∗

(0.038) (0.041) (0.037) (0.039) (0.038)
log(BOXj,t) 0.439∗∗∗ 0.461∗∗∗ 0.440∗∗∗ 0.444∗∗∗ 0.437∗∗∗

(0.048) (0.049) (0.046) (0.049) (0.046)
THEATERS j,t −0.021 −0.018 −0.021 −0.017 −0.008

(0.045) (0.045) (0.041) (0.045) (0.042)
INDIE MOVIE j 0.064 0.069 0.059 0.111∗ 0.133∗∗

(0.042) (0.044) (0.040) (0.057) (0.054)
AV Gj,1:t−1 0.024 −0.118 0.030 0.043 0.058

(0.041) (0.081) (0.037) (0.045) (0.043)
AVGLEN j,1:t−1 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
DIj,1:t−1 0.215∗∗∗ 0.136∗∗ 0.325∗∗∗ 0.286∗∗∗

(0.060) (0.059) (0.074) (0.070)
SDj,1:t−1 −0.215

(0.172)
DIj,1:t−1 ×AV GLENj,1:t−1 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)
DIj,1:t−1 × INDIE MOVIE j −0.160∗ −0.230∗∗∗

(0.096) (0.087)

Calendar Controls Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed
Movie effects Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed

Sargan Test 171.295 160.931 165.520 165.440 162.864
Autocorrelation test (1) −3.613∗∗∗ −3.598∗∗∗ −3.824∗∗∗ −3.459∗∗∗ −4.049∗∗∗

Autocorrelation test (2) 0.008 0.109 −0.077 0.073 −0.028
Wald test for coefficients 248958.322∗∗∗ 203236.834∗∗∗ 266600.042∗∗∗ 268696.990∗∗∗ 284282.420∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.10; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 4: Twostep dynamic panel model analyses using all available lags of V OL as internal instruments and
GOOGLE TRENDS as external instruments. Balanced Panel with n = 425 movies, T = 5 time periods, for
a total of N = 2, 125 observations. Model 1: Main effect of disagreement using Disagreement Index measure
(H1); Model 2: Alternative measure of disagreement using standard deviation; Model 3: Interaction of DI
and average length of prior reviews (H2); Model 4: Interaction of DI and product availability in opening
week (INDIE MOVIE ; H3); Model 5: Full model using both interactions.

Model 3 introduces the interaction effect between disagreement and the length of prior reviews.

We find a statistically significant and positive coefficient. This supports H2, that the effect of

disagreement on the review volume is amplified by the average length of previously posted reviews

such that longer reviews increase the effect of disagreement. Model 4 probes the second interaction

of interest, between disagreement and product availability. We find a statistically significant and

negative coefficient for the interaction of disagreement and product availability. This provides

support for H3, indicating that movies that have low initial marketplace availability do not benefit

from disagreement as much as movies that are more widely available, and therefore had a large

amount of positive information available pre-release due to advertising.

We probe the interaction effects visually by computing simple slopes based on the regression

coefficients reported in Model 5 (Aiken and West, 1991). Panel A in Figure 5 shows the disagreement
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Figure 5: Interaction plots. Panel A shows interaction of prior disagreement and length of prior reviews.
The positive effect of prior disagreement is amplified by longer average length of prior reviews. Panel B
shows interaction of of a movie’s availability with prior disagreement. The positive effect of disagreement is
amplified for products with limited availability and decreases slightly for products with wide availability.

and length of review relationship using the mean length of reviews to split the data into movies

that had short average review lengths and long average review lengths. Panel B in Figure 5 shows

the disagreement and product availability relationship using the mean number of theaters to split

the data into movies that had wide availability and those that had limited availability.

To investigate the effect of polarity of prior reviews on the volume of future reviews, we performed

additional analyses using a flexible semi-parametric approach to model the partial relationship

between volume of reviews to review and polarity (Figure 6). We re-estimate Model 1 using

generative additive models (GAM) with random effects (Wood, 2011). The degree of smoothness

of model terms is estimated as part of fitting using restricted maximum likelihood (REML). The

results suggest a slight departure from the linear model. The semi-parametric model indicates the

relationship between volume of reviews and polarity is slightly convex: for polarity values between

0 and about 1.5 the effect is around zero but it increases to values above zero with higher values of

disagreement index (values above about 1.5). DI values above 1.5 correspond to rating distributions

that are noticeably bi-modal (see simulated distributions in Figure 2).
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Figure 6: Linear versus semi-parametric specifications of the relationship between volume of reviews and
polarity of prior reviews with 95% confidence bands estimated using GAM. The effect of DI is around zero
for levels of low or medium disagreement and increases markedly for medium and high levels of disagreement.

4.2 Disagreement and Review Valence

The analyses presented so far investigate the effect of disagreement on the volume of future reviews.

Overall, we find that increased disagreement predicts a higher volume of reviews. How does this

effect of increased reviews affect the valence of posted reviews? Are the additional reviews garnered

by increased disagreement more or less positive than the average reviews posted? To investigate

these questions, we perform our second set of analyses, moving to an ordered logistic regression

framework with movie fixed effects and employing data on the individual review level. Results are

shown in Table 5 using individual level rating valence as the dependent variable (STARSi,j).

Prior research (Muchnik et al., 2013) has shown positive herding effects such that products

with reviews of higher prior valence receive higher valence ratings in the future (controlling for

product effects, including quality). Prior research has also established that both over time and

over sequence, reviews tend to exhibit a negative trajectory: reviews posted later are of lower

valence and the n + 1’th review is more negative than the n’th review (Godes and Silva, 2011).

Consequently, we begin with a baseline in Model 1 by regressing valence of the next review on

valence of previous reviews, the average length of prior reviews, timing and sequence of the new

review, as well as movie fixed effects. We find a statistically significant and positive effect of prior
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Dependent variable: Valence Valence

ordered OLS
logistic

(1) (2) (3)

DIj,1:i−1 −0.173∗∗∗ −0.076∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006)
Controls
AV Gj,1:i−1 0.947∗∗∗ 0.845∗∗∗ 0.658∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.018)
AV GLENj,1:i−1 −0.003∗∗∗ −0.003∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0004)
TIMEi −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0002∗∗∗

(0.00002) (0.00002) (0.00002)
ORDERi −0.00004∗∗∗ −0.00003∗∗∗ −0.00001∗∗∗

(0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000)

Movie effects Fixed Fixed Fixed

Observations 296,899 296,899 296,899
AIC 782,542.42 782,368.05
Adjusted R2 0.214

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Robust standard errors in parentheses.

Table 5: Predicting the valence of individual level ratings using ordered logit regression and OLS (for
comparison).

valence, a statistically significant and negative effect of the average length of prior reviews, and

statistically significant and negative effects of time and sequence. Coefficients are almost identical

to those reported by Godes and Silva (2011). Model 2 introduces the main variable of interest,

prior disagreement, into the regression. We find a statistically significant and negative coefficient

of prior disagreement. The other coefficients remain largely similar in both size and significance

level. This supports H4 that the valence of an online product review is negatively related to the

disagreement among previously posted reviews about the same product. This is contrary to the

results reported in prior work that finds no significant effect of disagreement by itself on the valence

of ratings (Moe and Schweidel, 2012). Finally, Model 3 shows an OLS regression for comparison to

the ordered logistic models shown in Model 1 and 2 with similar results.

As an additional robustness test, we investigate if our results could be driven by measurement

errors of the mixture model-based classification of consumer reviews. Our simulation study in

Section 3.2 indicates measurement errors are somewhat higher for DI values below 0.5. Hence, as

an additional robustness test (not shown) we repeat our analysis on a subset of the data for which
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DI > 0.5. We find results that are substantively similar.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

Increasing digitization of human behavior and the resultant increased access to digital trace data

combined with advances in the development of machine learning and quantitative analysis methods

have led to widespread popularity of big data analytics (Chen et al., 2012; George et al., 2014).

Analyses of consumer-generated content and online WOM have been among the first areas to see

widespread applications of these methods. Within this context, numerous studies have touched

upon disagreement in consumer opinions (e.g., Dellarocas et al., 2010; Sun, 2012; Hu et al., 2009).

However, upon close inspection of prior work, it is apparent that disagreement in online WOM has

not been precisely conceptualized and has not been investigated systematically. As a consequence,

the important concept of disagreement remains underdeveloped and poorly understood.

Using communication and public deliberation theories, we argued that disagreement in prior

WOM shapes both the volume and valence of future reviews. Our empirical analysis shows that

(1) prior disagreement leads to an increase in volume of reviews in the future; (2) this effect is

amplified if the informational content of prior reviews is higher (using the length of prior reviews

and product availability in the marketplace as proxies); and (3) the valence of future reviews declines

with increased disagreement. Our statistical results suggest that the effect of disagreement is limited

to extremely high—opposing—levels while moderate levels of disagreement in which opinions are

merely diverging has little to no effect at all.

A key question we posed in the beginning of this work was how can we conceptualize disagree-

ment in online WOM. In this article, we provide a theory of disagreement in online WOM (see

Figure 1) and discuss how this conceptualization has important implications on how we measure

disagreement and how we interpret the results. Driven by theoretically derived desirable charac-

teristics, we suggest and evaluate an alternative measure that can capture the full spectrum of

disagreement in a single statistic. We show results using two different measures and are able to

provide nuanced interpretation of our empirical findings that allows us to tie results to high levels

of disagreement—levels at which opinions become opposing rather than merely converging. Our

results show that only DI values above 1.5 exhibit a strong effect on the propensity to review,
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which conforms to clearly bi-polar rating distributions across a variety of different means, standard

deviations, and mixing proportions of those distributions. This insight would not be possible using

standard deviation as a measure of disagreement as it is not able to distinguish bi-polar distribu-

tions from those that are uni-polar. This adds important nuances to existing research investigating

effects of disagreement in online WOM.

Our study has implications for several issues that are important for theory building and re-

search on online WOM, and specifically the role of disagreement as a mechanism of social influence

(Dellarocas and Narayan, 2006; Sun, 2012; Agarwal and Dhar, 2014). If effects of disagreement

depend, as we show, on the level of dissent such that diverging disagreement has no effect, but

extreme levels of opposing disagreement do have an effect, this can explain differences in prior

reported findings as well as differences with regard to the context in which these effects are studied.

Conceptually distinct measures that tap into different aspects of disagreement, specifically their

ability to accurately capture opposing levels of disagreement, can hold differing implications for

our understanding of behavioral outcomes. We argue that the measure we construct can capture

the full spectrum of disagreement in a single statistic and can serve as an alternative to standard

deviation that is particularly useful when levels of disagreement are high, as is frequently the case

in online WOM. Our goal is not to prescribe either measure as “better,” rather to argue that both

measures can provide meaningful insights in different research contexts. Furthermore, our em-

pirical analysis demonstrates that clear conceptual understanding and measurement choices hold

important consequences for the study of disagreement in online WOM and can explain diverging

conclusions drawn in prior work.

An additional implication is the relationship of disagreement to informational content contained

in online WOM and the information available about a product in general. Not only does the general

level of disagreement of prior reviews affect later reviews, but it does so in quite nuanced ways.

Building on theories of informational content and persuasive arguments (Vinokur and Burnstein,

1978; Isenberg, 1986; El-Shinnawy and Vinze, 1998), we find that informational content moder-

ates the effect of disagreement. Spefically, we find that the effect of disagreement is amplified for

products for which the average length of reviews is longer and thus reviews are likely to contain

more information and appear more persuasive. This implication relates to the role of dynamic
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interactions within the space of online WOM (Aral, 2011; Godes and Silva, 2011). We suggest that

an important role for research on these social dynamics is to further examine how prior reviews

influence the perception of disagreement. Furthermore, we are able to tie the social dynamics to

external informational content which we captured through a product’s availability in the market-

place. Our finding that the effect of disagreement on a population’s propensity to write reviews is

increased by the availability of a product in the market provides additional nuance to prior work on

the interaction between product and social effects in online settings (e.g., Dellarocas et al., 2010;

Zhu and Zhang, 2010; Verbraken et al., 2014). We suggest that this could provide a first step in

gaining additional insights into the formation of long-tail markets in the digital economy (Bryn-

jolfsson et al., 2003), which may be influenced by the type and volume of online WOM that exists

for products with lower market availability.

On a broader note, we contribute to the emerging field of big data analytics by demonstrat-

ing the importance of theoretical models for guiding measurement and interpretation. As the

case of disagreement demonstrates, key effects only materialize in the realm of extremely high—

opposing—disagreement. That is, diverging disagreement has little to no effect on consumer WOM,

but opposing disagreement does have a significant effect. Consequently, we argue that access to

large datasets and data analytic methods puts an increased burden on theorizing in addition to

measurement (cf. Bapna et al., 2006). We suggest that an important role for research on big data

analytics is to examine how näıve measurement approaches and interpretations could be improved

by fully leveraging the richness that many digital trace data offer.

Our work also leads to a number of managerial implications. First, we demonstrate that the

level of disagreement encompassed in prior reviews has important social influence effects on both

the volume as well as the valence of future reviews. Consequently, the ease (or difficulty) with

which consumers can gauge the existing level of disagreement can have important implications on

review dynamics. Practitioners could, for example, exploit this finding by attempting to more

precisely control the salience of disagreement by selectively displaying, or re-arranging, prior rat-

ings. For example, Amazon.com recently changed the way in which they display product reviews to

specifically highlight one very favorable and one very critical review in a side by side comparison.

Importantly, these dynamics are different for products with different availability in the marketplace,
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such that products with lower availability—and thus lower availability of outside information about

the product—benefit more from increased disagreement by accumulating a larger volume of future

reviews. This could, for example, be incorporated into website designs such that reviews for prod-

ucts of differing availability are displayed differently. Furthermore, we demonstrated that with

increased disagreement, the mean valence of future reviews goes down. This could have negative

effects on product sales since lower review valence has been linked with lower sales (Clemons et al.,

2006; Liu, 2006; Duan et al., 2008; Luca, 2011; Gopinath et al., 2013). Consequently, producers

and merchants should be careful in encouraging too much disagreement. However, online WOM is

a major content driver itself and some websites exist purely to collect and facilitate online WOM.

These websites may be less concerned with the valence of reviews but instead focused on driving

WOM itself. Consequently, these websites are likely to employ different optimization strategies.

It is worth mentioning limitations of our work as well. Although we account for many observable

sources of endogeneity through the use of very strict temporal controls and the use of data on

product search volume from Google Trends as well as the use of GMM estimation, it is possible

that unobserved heterogeneity and simultaneity could still confound the estimates in our data.

In summary, using our disagreement conceptualization, we were able to explore how disagree-

ment affects both the propensity of a consumer to post an online review, as well as the valence

of that review. Taken together, our findings help to make the case that disagreement matters in

online WOM and underline the importance of theory driven measurement and interpretation in big

data analytics.
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